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diabetes emerges the overall inflammation that is associated to high
Mean BG (MBG), insulin resistance, fattening and other functional
disorders and deteriorations. Overall inflammation multiplies cellular
reproduction in all body tissues. DNA replications increase and
produce more and more replication errors in DNA [9-12]. After
decades of accelerated replications, malignancy development becomes
unavoidable. Although frequent however, high MBG and insulin
resistance are not generalized and may be reversed to low MBG and
insulin sensitivity by changes in meal pattern [9-12].
All these biological findings and demonstrations suggested that
nutrition is conflictual in the subdivision of energy rich nutrients
between bacteria proliferation and mucosal absorption. Good
nutrition should prevent bacterial growth in the intestine. This was
achieved by eating after Initial Hunger in humans. This consists of
gastric pangs or physical weakness associated with low blood glucose
and arises after meal suspension. Man might eat in order to have a new
event of hunger after a desired number of hours. The application of this
conflictual view in subjects with relapsing complaints stopped
relapsing events better than the application of other clinical
suggestions like nutrient deficiency [6,9,12]. To be sure, a subject must
check the correspondence of hunger and body sensation with BG
measurements [9-12]. After this learning, the subject ought to learn the
amount of energy that is necessary to prevent IH arousal in the
subsequent hours: e.g., for 4 or 6 hours. In this calculation, the subject
must be aware of differences in dependence of climate, physical activity
etc. Changes in climate and activity modify expenditure and this needs
modification in intake to maintain energy balance. No adaptation to
low expenditure by lowering energy intake produces increase in BG,
intestinal slowdown, bacteria overgrowth, mucosal inflammation and
overall inflammation. Overall inflammation is transient, few days in
children with diarrhea, and it shows spontaneous regression. Decades
of maintenance are possible [18,19], but DNA may remain damaged
(oncogene) in the site of Inflammatory persistence.

During research activity, you may collect insights that you do not
publish. E.g., I gave a non-pathogenic Escherichia coli to newborn
mice. I obtained nothing and I was unable to publish significant
results. I was however able to see damages to fuzzy coat, epithelial cells
and to see infiltration by lymphocytes and monocytes in the mucosa of
some tracts of the small bowel. In other intestinal segments there was
however no difference from controls. In experimental mice, the choice
of the segment determined the difference amount from control mice. I
could not transform these observations into numerical differences
between experimental and control mice. I repeated the experiments in
vitro [1,2]. Bacteria were capable of destruction on epithelial cells but
those that grow in duodenum are soon killed. The small intestine
transfers the devitalized bacterial bodies to all body. Before speaking
about this invasion, we notice that dividing bacteria into pathogenic
and non-pathogenic is too simple. About thousand bacteria species
grow in the intestine. About half do not interact with mucosa. The
mucosa puts 1017 IgA immunoglobulin into intestine every day. These
molecules do not kill bacteria, the IgA molecules only obstacle
invasion by bacteria. The responses by immunoglobulin IgM and IgG
are low but are capable of inducing inflammation in intestinal mucosa
and in all body tissues. The amount of immune cells in the mucosa is
impressive. Mowat, Brandtzaeg, van der Waij [3-5] calculated that
more than half immune cells in the body were developing in the
intestinal mucosa. This impressive defense is active against intestinal
microflora [1,2].
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